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BUILDING A FIBER COMMUNITY ONE FLEECE AT A TIME
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Executive Summary
The Pacific Northwest Fiber Web is a cooperative registered in the State of Washington. The goal
of the PNFW is to optimize local fiber resource management of fiber production to create high
quality, regionally branded merchandise to support the local fiber community. We plan to
achieve this goal by building and operating a full-service fiber processing mill somewhere on
the North Olympic Peninsula.
The mill will both provide a service and create a product.
Service.
The mill will provide a local means for shepherds to add value to their fiber for
further marketing. As members of the co-op, these shepherds will be part-owners
of the business and, through income distributions, their costs will be reduced.
Since there are very few fiber-processing mills in the State of Washington, it is
reasonable to expect that customers for processing services will also come from
outside the North Olympic area.
Products
The mill can also support local shepherds by purchasing their fiber and creating the
mill's own locally branded products. These could include wool-filled comforters,
yarn, rugs and blankets.
•

The mill will serve the community.
◦ Improve the economic return of our local shepherds
◦ Create at least 5 new full-time jobs
◦ Incubate new ideas for using wool
◦ Nourish new growers
◦ Provide education for fiber growers, fiber artists and the community.

• The mill would require significant capital input.
o The co-op model can mitigate the need for loans from outside sources by attracting
membership fees from fiber producers and fiber artists.
o The co-op seeks to raise $90,000 from the membership – the membership drive goal
will be for 300 producers/fiber artists to join with a $300 membership fee.
o The co-op will also seek 25% of start-up costs, $78,630, through agricultural and other
grants and crowd-funding.
o The balance of the financing, $145,890 will come from conventional loans.
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General Company Description
The Pacific Northwest Fiber Web (PNFW) plans to operate a mill that will process wool and other
protein fibers 1 for growers on and around the Olympic Peninsula of Washington State. As well as
providing services, we will create yarn and other fiber products for sale to fiber artists and general
consumers.
Our mission statement: The Pacific Northwest Fiber Web is a for-profit cooperative of fiber producers,
fiber artists and cottage industries sharing the fiber resources of the Pacific Northwest. The
cooperative optimizes local resource management of fiber production and creates high quality,
regionally branded merchandise to support the local fiber community.
The goals for our Mill include the following:
• Create a product that meets or surpasses industry standards
• Provide a reasonable turnaround time for our services
• Provide a price-point for our services that allows fiber farmers to improve the economy of their
farms
• Create our own product from locally produced fiber to sell to the public
• Create a regional brand for our products
• Provide website services for customers who need marketing assistance
• Become a center for education for fiber producers and fiber artists and the entire community
To determine our success in meeting these goals, we will create revenue projections, objectify
customer feedback and measure customer participation.
Our philosophy is to create a reasonably priced quality service and product that benefits both our
customers and the owners of the mill.
The Cooperative seeks to provide services and products. Fiber producers who need access to a
processor for their fiber will have a full-service fiber mill. The Co-op will also purchase fiber from meat
sheep producers who would otherwise see the fiber as a waste product. This will allow the Co-op to
offer products. Fiber artists will be able to acquire quality yarn, roving and batting for their projects.
The public will be able to purchase high-end quality fiber products such as wool comforters.
The idea for custom carding small lots of wool came about in the early 1980's because of a drop-in
price received for raw wool. Farmers were looking for alternatives to selling their wool to the wool
pool and the idea of adding value to their raw wool and selling it directly to consumers came about.
Some of the earliest mills that provided this service were Harrisville Designs in New Hampshire and
Green Mountain Spinnery in Vermont. Both companies are still in operation.
In the State of Washington several spinning mills are in operation but, at the moment only one,
Superior Fibers in Edmonds, is taking orders for yarn. Abundant Earth Fiber Mill on Whidbey Island is
1
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Includes mohair, cashmere, pygora, llama, alpaca, angora, yak, silk

only accepting large, wholesale orders. Olympic Yarn and Fiber in Olympia is not taking any new
orders until they work through their backlog. Spring Harvest Fiber Mill will still take orders for
washing and carding but they have contracted with a yarn designer for all their spinning.
With the current interest in natural fibers for bedding as well as the movement to buy local, we feel
this is an opportune time to enter the market. Since other mills in the area have more business than
they have time for, that would also suggest there is room for another mill.
The Pacific Northwest Fiber Web is comprised of people who are invested in the fiber arts as fiber
growers, as yarn retailers and as fiber artists. Everyone on the current Steering Committee raises fiber
animals and is aware of the challenges and opportunities for selling their fiber. We have a person who
is a website designer and commercial artist, there is a former accountant and professional sheep
shearer, a fiber artist and a retired navy mechanic who has experience running a business. Together
we have at least 250 years of living experience and we know the right questions to ask.
We are incorporated in the State of Washington as a Cooperative. A Cooperative is member-owned,
member-operated and member benefited. This is the best way to involve our community in this
effort. The owners of the fiber mill will be the direct beneficiaries of the mill. The mill itself only
needs to be sustainable to meet the needs of the fiber producers, it will not need to meet growth
expectations for an investment class of owners. This will allow the mill to operate on a cost-basis.
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Products and Services
The Mill will provide both services and products. The services will be for the public and members of
the cooperative. Once the mill has achieved a sustainable operational position, members may receive
discounted rates. Products will be produced by the Co-op from wool purchased from area producers
and members. The products created reflect the type of fiber produced on the Olympic Peninsula and
may change depending on availability.

Services:
1) Washing
Protein fibers (wool, mohair, alpaca, llama, angora, etc.) are unique among natural fibers in that they
require washing before further processing. So, the first service we will provide is washing. We may
have a few customers who only require this service.

2) Picking and Carding
The next step in processing is picking and carding. The resulting fibers can be in the form of roving
that is used by hand-spinners or it can be large, flat batts that are useful to people who make natural
bedding or for people who enjoy felting.

3) Yarn
The roving can be further processed into yarn to be enjoyed by knitters, crocheters and weavers.
Most of our service customers will be wool growers who will either use this product themselves or
who will sell it to third parties.
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4) Purchasing
For fiber producers in the region who do not have a need for the fiber produced, the co-op will
purchase their fiber at a competitive rate. This wool will then be used to provide value-added products
by the cooperative.

Products:
Comforters
We will buy wool from our members, prepare it as batts and make it into comforters. This process
requires a special jig, material for the cover and about 4 hours of labor.

Rug Yarn
The wool that is grown in our part of the Pacific Northwest is especially well-suited to making rug yarn.
Again, we can buy wool from our members, process it into yarn and market it to rug weavers. No
special equipment would be required for this product.
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Pricing
Services
The following is our proposed pricing structure. See Appendix 4 for comparisons with other mills in the
area.
Washing:

$4.00 per pound based on incoming weight

Carding:

$12.00 per pound based on incoming weight (Batts or Roving).
Washing is included.

Spinning2:
• Bulky
• Worsted
• Sport/DK
• Fingering
• Lace

$26.00
$28.00
$28.00
$30.00
$32.00

Price for Raw Wool:

• Non-Members
• Members:

Current Wool Pool Spot Market Price
110% of Wool Pool Spot Market Price

Products
Comforters
Twin

Queen

King

California King

$298.00

$389.00

$459.00

$479.00

60” x 86”

86” x 90”

96” x 90”

98” x 98”

4 pounds

5 pounds

6 pounds

6 pounds

Rug Wool
3-ply rug yarn @ 800 yards per pound

2
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$45.00/#

List price is for 2-ply product based on finished weight. Does not include washing.
Subtract $2.00 per pound for one-ply yarn or add $3.00 per pound for 3-ply yarn.

Marketing Plan
The market for raw wool is very poor. Many fiber producers, not knowing what else to do with it,
burn their wool or take it to the dump. By adding value to this under-utilized asset, producers have an
opportunity to improve their farm economy. And by owning the means to adding value, the cost will
be reduced.
Several processing mills have come and gone in the State of Washington over the past 20 years. Of
the few that are still in operation, only one is still taking custom orders. We believe this allows us an
opportunity to fill a need for another, local mill that will save fiber producers the cost of shipping.
We have also considered the type of sheep that are grown in our area. Fine merino wool does not
grow well in our wet climate. The type of sheep that thrive here produce wool that is perfect for
comforters, outer garments such as sweaters and jackets, blankets and rug wool. So, we have the
advantage of a ready supply of raw material that, for the most part, is now going to waste.

Our Competitive Advantage
Our primary competitive advantage arises from the cooperative model. The cooperative model
operates on a cost-basis not a profit-basis. Thus, the cooperative only needs to meet its operational
and capital costs to succeed. It does not need to maximize a return to stock holders. The owners of the
co-op receive their benefit through local access to a mill at a reasonable cost. This reduces their costs
of production. In addition, the cooperative brand has a strong reputation in the Olympic Peninsula and
throughout the United States and Canada. Historically, the clear majority of respondents (80% or
more) identify the word cooperative with quality, honesty, and being good stewards of their
environment. These two factors, being able to see high quality organic products and provide high
quality services at reasonable prices along with pre-awareness of the co-op model by savvy
consumers, create a true competitive advantage even with other local mills.

Niche
Our market includes the fiber producers on the Olympic Peninsula who either wish to create a valueadded product from their raw fiber or Fiber Artists on the Olympic Peninsula who seek local sources of
wool to create their works, or those members of the public who seek to buy local and visitors to the
area who wish to bring home a remembrance of their visit to the Olympic Peninsula.

Strategy
The marketing strategy will be to connect with local business and events to build awareness of the mill
and its products and services. This means advertising in local media, attending and/or sponsoring fairs
and other events connected to the wool and agricultural industry, connecting with buy local efforts.
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Promotion
Our primary source of promotion will depend on the audience:
For fiber producers, we will continue to build a newsletter directed specifically at them as well as
mailed pieces. Membership in the cooperative will provide a means of keeping in touch with the
consumer base and provide an extra incentive for producers to join and for members to produce.
For consumers of products, we will mainly use the internet, but also connect with hospitality
operators on the peninsula to supply their rooms with our rugs and comforters which their guests may
also purchase.
Word of mouth and social media will also be powerful tools in marketing our product. We will need to
assure that the yarn and roving we produce is of high quality right from the start. Our reputation will
be established with the first customer. Many fiber artists are young and well-connected to social
media. They depend on sites such as Ravelry and Facebook to stay informed and to connect with
other fiber artists and fiber producers. We can create our own presence on these sites. We will also
follow up on the video produced in 2015 and continue to tell the story of our producer members.
Our overall efforts will use social media and paid social media to promote our story. We will follow up
on the video produced in 2015 and continue to tell the story of our producer members. A key part of
the marketing message for the products will be the quality behind the products and the producers and
their animals.

Promotional Budget
We expect to spend approximately $1,000 per month on advertising and other marketing. Most of this
amount will be used to promote products on-line using Google Ads, Pinterest, and other sites that
provide a value.

Pricing
Our pricing concepts rests on two ideas. The first requires the price to be such that a realistic sales
volume will allow the cooperative to break even operationally as well as cover debt-service and capital
replacement. The second requires us to be in the upper-middle of the marketplace. We will be striving
to have some of the best comforters and other fiber products and the price should reflect that;
however, we also want to keep them as affordable as possible and let volume makeup the difference.
About services, we aim to be at the market for fiber processing. We may offer a discount for
members. This pricing recognizes the capital laden equipment but also the reality that many
consumers of the co-op’s services will be saving money simply by not having to spend the day
traveling to the islands or on the mainland.
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Proposed Location
The PnwFW Cooperative will locate the mill in an industrial park in one of the 3 counties of the North
Olympic Peninsula: Clallam, Jefferson or Kitsap. These three counties are a part of our customer base
and are also accessible to potential customers in the State of Washington.
We will need approximately 3,000 square feet of space based on a floor plan we received from
Stonehedge Fiber Mill. See Appendix 2. While their plan only calls for 2,000 square feet, we have
added additional equipment that will require more room. We will be adding a second spinning
machine and the jig required to make the comforters will take up an additional 100 square feet and
we would also like to have a small retail space.
We plan to locate in a business park in one of these three counties based on several factors:
1) Business parks are usually tied to a sewer treatment plant and have access to a city water
system. We expect to use approximately 500 gallons of water per day in our wash system and
disposing it to a treatment plant will be easier than running the water through a septic system.
2) A business park is more appropriate for our type of business. A spinning mill does generate
odors that some might find offensive as well as some noise. It will also be easier to install an
air-purification system in an industrial building.
3) Buildings in business parks have solid, concrete floors to accommodate the weight of our
equipment.
4) Since each piece of equipment has its own power requirements, we will most likely be
required to upgrade the available electricity.
5) Buildings in industrial parks are less expensive to rent. Currently, the monthly rent for a space
the size we need is between $.80 and $1.00 per square foot.
Industrial parks are usually located outside of downtown areas. If retail becomes an important
part of our business in the future, we can always add a location in an area with more foot traffic.
There will be some shipping to and from the mill but ready access to highways or airports is not
an issue. We will need no more than 10 parking spaces to accommodate employees and
customers.

County Economic Plans Affecting Location

Kitsap County
Kitsap County sits across the Puget Sound with views of Seattle. Its population of approximately
256,000 people has a median age of about 40 with an average household income of $79,000 and an
unemployment rate of 5.1%. Its primary employers include the US Navy, the State of Washington,
14

County and School governments and medical centers. The region has 3,400 acres zoned for industrial
use (source: Kitsap Economic Alliance).
The mission of the Department of Community Development seeks to “Enable the development of
quality, affordable, structurally safe, and environmentally sound communities.”
In its comprehensive plan, Kitsap County land use seeks to “support prevention of environmental
degradation from storm-water runoff, flooding and contaminants” while encouraging “compact
development in centers that supports conservation of non-renewable energy and reduces impacts on
air quality and climate.” Likewise, Kitsap seeks to identify land appropriate for industrial use and
creating new employment.
The comprehensive plan notes specific policies to assist new businesses, maximize the use of existing
industrial and commercial spaces, promoting energy efficiency, and environmental sustainability.
Kitsap does offer services for start-up businesses as part of StartUp Washington. Specifically, PNWFW
may benefit from the Kitsap Entrepreneurial Center that provides incubator resources .

Clallam County
Clallam County sits along the northern edge of the Olympic peninsula stretching from the Pacific
Ocean along the Strait of Juan de Fuca. The close to 200 miles of marine coastline includes the
Dungeness Spit, the largest naturally occurring sand spit in the United States. The Olympic mountain
range and Olympic National Forest dominate the interior of the county. It has a population of
approximately 72, 000 people with a median age of 49 years. The County does not offer much in the
way of resources for new businesses and relies on State programs. Port Angeles, with a population of
around 19,000 the county seat of Clallam is also the largest city. The city has a community economic
development department to assist businesses with growth. They also provide a matching grant to help
businesses improve signage.
Jefferson County
Jefferson County stretches the mid-riff of the Olympic Peninsula from the Pacific Ocean to Hood Canal
and up the sound to include the county seat, Port Townsend. The interior of the county is primarily the
Olympic National Park. Port Townsend is home to the Shipwrights Cooperative and the Peninsula
Home Care Cooperative.
The Comprehensive Plan for Jefferson County states, “Identifying and understanding future trends
(such as the aging population in the county) is an essential first step to ensure Jefferson County’s
prosperity.
Jefferson County must always take the next step and prepare for both the anticipated and unexpected
events. Addressing trends that are relevant to our county such as but not limited to marine trade,
building industry, natural resources, fisheries/aquaculture, technology, agriculture, value added
products and tourism/agritourism/native tourism ensure that the economy is stable, diversified, and
competitive.”
There are several industrial areas in the county: Port Townsend, Port of Port Townsend, Quilcene
Industrial Park, Glen Cove, Eastview and others.

Sales Forecast
The Co-op expects to process 100 pounds of raw fiber per day, on average. Of this amount, about 40
pounds will be processed in to batts and 40 pounds processed into yarn for producers. The other
twenty pounds will be processed for our own products. We will use electronic methods, social media
15

and a web-site, as well as networking with local stores that sell supplies (such as yarn, needles, etc.).
We may also sell wholesale to local yarn shops in the area.

Consumers
There are three consumer groups:
1) Producers seeking to process the wool produced by their animals to either make clothing or
products for sale to the public3.
2) People wishing to buy roving or yarn either as hobbyists or fiber artists.
3) People seeking finished products such as wool comforters, wool rugs, and other items.
The first two consumer groups may have a membership role in the cooperative and would have an
opportunity to hold an ownership stake in the cooperative. However, this power is muted by the
relative lack of local options for production. Shipping costs can be significant and any savings in
production costs would be negated. Shipping generally works out to $2 per pound in each direction
which effectively increases the production costs by $4 per pound.
The upper Olympic peninsula (consisting of Clallam, Jefferson and Kitsap counties) contain
approximately 1,800 sheep that produce about 8,000 pounds of fiber per year. That total amount has
increased by 4.1% between 2007 and 2012. While there was a reduction of sheep numbers in Kitsap
County, Clallam County saw a 22.3% increase in fiber production during the same period, while
Jefferson County posted a 100.6% increase.
The data only counts the estimated wool sold, so there may be significantly more animal fiber
available in the region especially if meat producers throw away or burn the wool.
County

2012

Sheep
Clallam
882
Jefferson 363
Kitsap
591
Total
1,836

2007
Fiber
3,642
1,017
2,985
7,644

Change
Sheep
Sheep
862
386
1,099
2,347

Change
Fiber (#)
Fiber
3,059 20
493
(26)
4,406 (508)
7,958 (511)

683
524
(1,421)
(314)

Table 1: Sheep and Wool Inventory. source: 2012 Census of Agriculture, USDA, NASS

People wishing to buy roving or yarn either as hobbyists or fiber artists. It is difficult to count fiber
artists in the region; however, there is a community strong enough to maintain a nationally recognized
3
Another group of producers are those producers who have little use for the fiber—they might also join to sell
the co-op their fiber at a slightly better rate than the Wool Pool and provide raw material to the Co-op for value-added
products.
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knitting retreat in Tacoma in February, the Shepherd's Extravaganza in Puyallup in April, and a wool
festival in Sequim in May and another festival in Monroe in October.
There are an estimated 1.5 million needle artists in the United States. Of that group, approximately
900,000 are knitters and 500,000 are crocheters. They spend approximately $900 million per year on
their work. 4 The Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) is the 15th largest of the
382 MSAs representing approximately 1.2% of the national population. 5
The third group has several choices and options for purchasing finished products so the Co-op will
need to justify prices with branding around supporting small, local farms. Tourism provides a
significant part of the community revenue and for the 2014-2015 fiscal year, Clallam and Jefferson
Counties reported spending by visitors at approximately $377 million 6. In nearby Seattle, visitors
accounted for over 19 million overnight stays and spending of around $6.4 billion in 2014-15. 7

Substitutes
In many ways, wool acts as a substitute for products that originally gained their foothold in the
modern marketplace as a substitute for wool. It competes with other natural fibers such as cotton and
synthetic fibers.
Part of the challenge with this project will be creating the narrative around locally produced wool and
developing an appreciation for wool. To assist us in this effort, the American Wool Council in June of
2016 announced a new logo to identify products made with American Wool. The American Wool
Council is a division of the American Sheep Industry Association. They are also developing a new
consumer oriented website at AmericanWool.org.

Features and Benefits
Wool has special qualities, however, that make it unique 8:
• Breathability. Wool, as a natural animal fiber, has a high degree of breathability and can help
people regulate their temperature. This provides warmth in the winter and coolness in the
summer.
• Anti-allergen. Wool has microscopic fibers that prevent dust mites from living in the fiber.
• Anti-microbial and anti-bacterial.
• Fire resistant. Wool does not catch on fire easily and acts as a natural fire retardant.
• Air cleanser: wool absorbs harmful indoor air pollutants including formaldehyde.
• Sound reducer: wool also absorbs sound and helps reduce noise within an indoor environment.
• Carbon neutral: since the carbon in wool comes from the ground, wool does not add carbon to
the environment and is itself biodegradable.
4
5
6
7

8

2010 State of the Specialty NeedleArts 2010, a report by The National NeedleArts Association.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Metropolitan_Statistical_Areas
http://www.olympicpeninsula.org/sites/default/files/OPTC-2015-16TourismHighlights-web.pdf
http://www.visitseattle.org/press/press-releases/new-research-reveals-record-tourism-growth-in-seattle/

Source: Wool Studies, Campaign for Wool retrieved from www.campaignforwool.co.nz/technical-and-information/#as and
http://www.holylamborganics.com/pages/benefits-of-wool.
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Barriers to Entry
Establishing a fiber mill requires significant capital which is the primary barrier to entry. The
equipment and start-up costs will approach $300,000. The other barriers are nominal: zoning
requirements, access to appropriate power sources.

Suppliers
Suppliers are essentially the members of the cooperative who will either bring their wool for
processing or sell their wool to the cooperative. This does give them unique power since they will be
the owners of the organization. This dynamic also raises the barrier to entering the market since
anyone else seeking to start a competing mill on the peninsula would find their potential
customers/suppliers to essentially be their competitors.
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Operational Plan
Customers will either ship their shorn fleeces to us or drop them off personally at the mill. We will
reserve the right to reject a fleece for processing if it has too much vegetation, if it is infested with
wool moths, or if for some other reason, we are unable to process it. Tracking ownership of the
fleeces as they move through the mill is an important feature of a custom spinning mill. Customers
want assurance that the fleece they bring to us is the one that they get back.
See Appendix 1 for a flow chart of the mill processing.

Washing
The mill will offer several services to our customers. The first step in processing animal fibers is
washing. How well this is done affects all the subsequent processing. For this reason, we will not be
accepting pre-washed fleeces. The fibers are run through a series of 4 – 5 sinks containing hot water
(140º – 160º). The wool is gently agitated and becomes cleaner as it moves down the line. The last
sink is for rinsing. The goal is to remove as much vegetable matter, sweat, manure and lanolin as
possible. Because of this process, the fleece loses approximately 50% of its weight depending on the
breed type. The through put of the system is about 3 pounds of raw wool every 10 minutes. At the
end of the scour train the wool is put in a spinner that removes much of the water. It is then placed
on slatted racks to dry.
We have studied three different washing systems. The most efficient system is also the most
expensive: $50,000 - $60,000. It is manufactured in New Zealand and is called a Kiwi Scour. The wool
is moved automatically in a closed container through the sinks with computerized controls. There are
two big advantages to this system: 1) consistency of product and 2) the operator does not have to lift
hot, wet, heavy fleeces from sink to sink.
The second system that we looked at also involves a series of sinks. The operator must manually
move the wool from sink to sink and manually measure and add the soap where required. To
“agitate” the wool, each sink is equipped with an aerator that sends bubbles through the water that
gently moves the wool around. We obtained the plans for this system from Dr. Lyle McNeil at Utah
State University. We would need to find someone to manufacture it at some unknown cost.
The third system that we considered is like the second only it involves a series of restaurant style
deep-fat fryers used as the sinks. Each sink already has its own heating element and drain and baskets
could be used to lift the wool from sink to sink. It would be an easy task to add an aerator to each
fryer. The cost would be $2,000-$4,200 depending on the size of the sink.
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Picking
Once the wool is clean and dry, it is put through a picker. The picker has a conveyor belt that feeds
the wool into an enclosed cylinder equipped with metal teeth that separate the fibers. The picker than
throws the cloud of picked fiber into a large box or closet.

Dehairing
Some sheep breeds have double coats. These would include Shetland, Icelandic, Karakul, and Navajo
Churro. Some goat breeds also require separating the outer coat from the downy inner coat (pygora
and cashmere). And sometimes, llama and alpaca fleeces have coarser hairs that would benefit from
dehairing. We propose to provide this service that would occur after washing and may replace
picking.

Carding
Now that the wool has been washed and pulled apart, the rest of the processing steps involve putting
it back together. The first of these steps is carding. The wool is weighed and placed on the conveyor
belt of the picker in measured amounts. It is pulled through a series of teethed rollers that start
aligning the fibers. Weighing the wool allows for a more even feed into the carder and if we are
making batts of a specific weight, we will know when to stop. At the other end of the carder there are
two different jigs that can be used to remove the carded wool from the carder. One will leave it in
batt form and the other is called a rover that gently attenuates the fiber into a narrow, long rope.
Customers who felt or who make wool filled comforters would order batts, while hand-spinners prefer
roving.

Spinning
If the customer is ordering yarn, the next step is to put the roving through a pin drafter, also known as
a draw frame. The pin drafter is equipped with a series of short teeth that further attenuates and
evens the fiber. We will offer hand-spinners the opportunity to have their roving put through the pin
drafter to create a more evenly aligned product making it easier to spin.
The roving intended for the spinner may be put through the pin drafter more than once. The operator
can control the density of the coil coming out of the drafter depending on the yarn he/she is making.
The fiber is then coiled into large cans that are then moved to the spinning machine.
The spinner draws in the prepared drafted fibers and directs them through a controlled drafting
system that results in a consistent fiber stream. This fiber is then twisted into a single of yarn and
stored on a bobbin. The spinning frame provides for control over yarn twist per inch and the speed of
output. These factors are constantly displayed allowing for adjustment when needed.
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The same machine that spins the yarn is also used to ply together two or more singles of yarn
depending on the customer desires. These are again stored on bobbins.

Put Up
From the bobbins, the finished yarn is either wound into skeins or onto cones. Hand knitters prefer
that their yarn be delivered in skeins while machine knitters and weavers prefer cones. The finished
yarn is either held for pick-up or shipped back to the customer at their expense. Since we anticipate
that we will have little room for storage, customers will be given a limited time to retrieve their
finished product.
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Annual Operational Cost
Line Item
Advertising

2017
$ 12,000

Contract Labor (Not included in payroll)

$ 2,400

Insurance (other than health)
Legal and Professional Services
Licenses
Office Expense
Rent or Lease -- building
Repairs and Maintenance
Supplies
Travel, Meals and Entertainment
Utilities
Miscellaneous
Total Expenses
Other Expenses
Amortized Start-up Costs
Depreciation
Commercial Loan
Total Other Expenses
Total Operating Expenses

$1,200
$100
$ 100
$1,200
$36,000
$2,400
$3,000
$2,400
$24,000
$600
$84,500
$3,500
$ 30,988
$
17,691
$ 52,179
$ 137,679

Personnel
We expect five FTE’s with pay at $15 per hour. No other benefits are currently provided. As the mill
meets expectations, the compensation package will be reviewed. Process yarn requires skill and
experience, it is a mixture of science and art. The machine does much of the work, but human
intervention is required to maintain a consistent quality product.

Credit Policies
The Cooperative will expect service orders for processing to operate on a ½ down and ½ upon
completion. Unpaid processed fiber will be considered abandoned after 90 days and used to produce
value added products.
The cooperative will expect fiber products to be paid with either cash, electronic transfer, or credit
card. The co-op will not extend credit.
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Startup Expenses and Capitalization
The Steering Team did extensive research on existing mills including three field trips to existing mills to
understand the process and capital requirements. They also conducted extensive on-line research to
gain a solid understanding of the start-up expenses and capitalization required.
Fixed Assets
Leasehold Improvements
Equipment
Furniture and Fixtures
Total Fixed Assets
Operating Capital
Pre-Opening Salaries and
Wages
Prepaid Insurance Premiums
Legal and Accounting Fees
Rent Deposits
Utility Deposits
Supplies
Advertising and Promotions
Licenses
Working Capital
(Cash on Hand)

Total Operating Capital
Total Required Funds
Sources of Funding
Owner's Equity
Agricultural Grants
Commercial Loan
Total Sources of Funding
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Amount

Depreciation (years)
$30,000
7
$257,020
10
$5,000
7
$282,020
Amount
Notes

$10,000
$2,000
$1,200
$2,000
$1,000
$450

grand opening, print/web
ads

$750
$100
$15,000
$32,500
$314,520
Percentage
29.00%
25.00%
46.00%
100.00%

Totals

$90,000.00
$78,630.00
$145,890.00
$314,520.00

Capital Needs
The capital needs of the Cooperative includes the equipment of a mill. While every attempt will be
made to acquire gently used equipment to reduce the overall capitalization, the following capital
expectations include what the Steering Committee understands to be a likely cost.
Qty
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Equipment
32-inch wide Carder
Scouring Machine w/dryer
Picker
Pin Drafter
Spin/Ply 16 head machine
Skein winder 8 place
Cone Winder
Splicer and Air Compressor
De-Hairing Machine
Crating
Total Equipment Cost

Cost/Unit
$59,400
$35,000
$10,865
$29,900
$39,100
$ 7,365
$2,900
$2,000
$30,000
$ 1,500

Total
$ 59,400
$35,000
$10,865
$29,900
$ 78,200
$7,365
$2,900
$ 2,000
$30,000
$1,500
$ 257,020

Through conversations with many in the fiber community, the project will need to be able to offer full
service. While it might make sense to start with scouring machines and add as the co-op progresses,
the need for scouring is only useful if it can go directly into a processor.
The capital goal would be to be able to site the mill, make the necessary leasehold improvements to
handle the electrical load, and install the equipment prior to opening.
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Capitalization Plan
The Cooperative will seek to raise capital from the membership and through grants, loans, and other
means. This will involve several strategies. The plan is to amortize start-up costs over three years and
repay any loans over seven years.

Membership Equity
The Co-op seeks to recruit 300 fiber producers and fiber artists in the region to join the cooperative.
Each member will pay a one-time $300 membership fee that will be part of their equity in the
cooperative. When the co-operative reaches this goal, it will have approximately $90,000 in equity.

Benefits of Membership
People who join the cooperative will have the control of the cooperative and rights of ownership to
elect the board of directors, serve on the board of directors, and amend bylaws of the organization. In
addition, tangible benefits will include:
• Access to a full-service fiber mill within their community (this will save on shipping costs to
distant mills or lengthy drives to regional mills).
• Producers selling their fiber to the cooperative will receive a premium rate over the Wool Pool
price (for this document, the Co-op estimates a 10% premium, but this will be determined by
the board of directors).
• Discounts on products and services. The board of directors will consider creating a discounted
rate for members using the mill either to process their fiber or purchase finished products. This
will depend on sustainability of the economic model and will be subject to change over time.
• The Co-op will provide selling space on its website to feature member products.

Other Capitalization
Grants and Crowd Funding
The Co-op will seek funding to development and agricultural grants where available. Ideally, the co-op
would look for grants that focus on economic and community development on the Olympic Peninsula
but will create a broad search in order to minimize the overall cost of capitalization.
The Co-op will engage crowdfunding programs (such as Kickstarter, StartSomeGood, or GoFundMe).
Rewards can be offered in the form of finished products or services.
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Loans
After the membership drive succeeds and grant and crowd-funding sources are exhausted (or
developed to the point that it creates a stronger loan application), the Co-op will seek loans for the
remaining start-up capital. The Co-op will seek a broad lending package made up of multiple lenders to
disperse the risk to each vendor. This will include seeking out co-op specific loan funds such as Share
Capital Cooperative and co-op centric banks such as the National Co-op Bank.
In addition to traditional lenders, members may also lend the Cooperative money on equivalent terms
to those from financial institutions.
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Financial Plan
Break Even Analysis
The Processing mill will be able to break even by averaging about $28,000 per month in sales. This
correlates to approximately 800 pounds of roving and 800 pounds of yarn (1,600 pounds of raw fiber).
Given that the other mills in the area have reduced capabilities, it is possible that between the target
counties and the Cascadian region, there should be enough fiber to meet the breakeven-point and
even meet the volume projections in this analysis.
Gross Margin % of Sales
Gross Margin

$

376,200

Total Sales

$

376,200

Gross Margin/Total Sales

100.0%

Total Fixed Expenses
Payroll
Operating Expenses
Operating + Payroll
Breakeven Sales in Dollars
(Annual)

$

94,702.92

$

134,078.42

$

328,781

100.0%

Gross Margin % of Sales
Total Fixed Expenses
Yearly Breakeven Amount
Monthly Breakeven Amount

$

328,781

$

328,781

$

27,398

Sales Years 1-3
The first three years anticipate modest growth of five per cent per year from $300,000 to $330,750.
This increase is based on volume, not pricing.
Product/Service Lines
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Units

Sales Price Per Unit

Process Wool (Roving)

raw lbs.

$

12.00

Process Wool (Yarn)

finished lbs.

$

33.00

2 Ply Yarn

cones

$

30.00

Wool Comforter

Queen Size

$

375.00

Three-Year Income Projection
Revenue
Process Raw Wool (Roving)
Process Wool (Yarn)
2 Ply Yarn
Wool Comforter

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

172,800

177,984

183,324

158,400

163,152

168,047

18,000

18,540

19,096

27,000

27,810

28644

Total Revenue

$

376,200

$

387,486

$

399,111

Cost of Goods Sold
Total Cost of Goods Sold

-

-

-

Gross Margin

376,200

387,486

399,111

Payroll

194,703

194,703

198,265

Advertising

12,000

12,000

12,000

Contract Labor (Not included in payroll)

2,400

2,472

2,546

Insurance (other than health)

1,200

1,236

1,273

Legal and Professional Services

100

100

100

Licenses

100

100

100

Office Expense

1,200

1,236

1,273

Rent or Lease -- Other Business Property

36,000

36,000

36,000

Repairs and Maintenance

2,400

2,520

2,646

Supplies

3,000

3,090

3,183

Travel, Meals and Entertainment

2,400

2,472

2,546

Utilities (Gas, Electric, Water)

24,000

24,720

25,462

Miscellaneous

600

618

637

Operating Expenses

Total Operating Expenses

$

85,400

Income (Before Other Expenses)

$

96,097

$

86,564

$ 87,765

$ 106,219

$ 113,080

Other Expenses
Amortized Start-up Expenses

3,500

3,500

3,500

Depreciation

30,988

30,988

30,988

17,691

15,296

12,598

Commercial Loan
Total Other Expenses

$

52,178

$

49,784

Net Income/Loss

$

43,919

$

56,435
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$

47,085
$

65,995

Three-Year Projected Cash Flow
Year 2
Totals

Year 1 Totals

Year 3 Totals

Beginning Balance
Cash Inflows
Cash Sales

$ 225,720

$ 232,492

Accounts Receivable

$ 134,805

$ 154,524

$

159,160

$ 360,525

$ 387,016

$

398,626

Total Cash Inflows

$

239,466

Cash Outflows
Investing Activities
Operating Activities
Operating Expenses

$

85,400

$ 86,564

$

87,765

Payroll

$ 194,703

$ 194,703

$

198,265

$

$ 36,572

$

36,572

$

6,000

Financing Activities
Loan Payments

36,572

Owners Distribution

$

-

$

-

Dividends Paid

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

328,602

Total Cash Outflows

$ 316,675

$

317,839

Net Cash Flows

$

$

69,177

$

70,024

-

$

-

43,850

Operating Cash Balance
Line of Credit Drawdown
Ending Cash Balance
Line of Credit Balance
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$

-

$

Three-Year Projected Balance Sheet
Over the first three years, the Debt-Equity position moves in a steady, progressive fashion towards a
sustainable model that will allow expansion of services and replacement of equipment as required.
ASSETS

Year 1

Year 2

Year

Cash

58,850

128,027

198,050

Accounts Receivable

15,675

16,145

16,630

Prepaid Expenses

14,000

10,500

7,000

Current Assets

Other Initial Costs

-

Total Current Assets

$

-

88,525

$

-

154,672

$

221,680

Fixed Assets
Leasehold Improvements
Equipment
Furniture and Fixtures

30,000

30,000

30,000

257,020

257,020

257,020

5,000

5,000

5,000

Total Fixed Assets

$

292,020

$

292,020

$

292,020

(Less Accumulated Depreciation)

$

30,988

$

61,975

$

92,963

Total Assets

$

349,557

$

384,716

$

420,736

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities
Accounts Payable

-

Commercial Loan Balance
Line of Credit Balance
Total Liabilities

-

-

137,009

115,732

91,758

-

-

-

$

137,009

$

115,732

$

91,758

Equity
Common Stock
Retained Earnings

168,630

168,630

168,630

43,919

100,354

166,349

Dividends Dispersed/Owners Draw
Total Equity
Total Liabilities and Equity
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-

-

6000

$

212,549

$

268,984

$

328,979

$

349,557

$

384,716

$

420,736

Appendices
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APPENDIX 1 - FLOW CHART

One Day—14 Fleeces—100 pounds fiber
30 pounds roving/batts—20 pounds yarn
Total employee hours = @ 40 hours
40 hours @$15.00 = $600.00
Fiber is received &
checked for moths &
vegetable contamination.
Customer is given receipt and bags are tagged
for tracking purposes.
45 minutes

Carded fiber comes
off carding machine
as batts

Fiber is stored until
ready to be processed.

Each fleece is skirted. 5
minutes per fleece x 14
fleeces = 70 minutes

Washed and dry fiber is
processed through
picker.

Picked fiber is carded.
4 pounds per hour for
washing & picking
12.5 hours

Carded fibers come off
carding machine as
roving.

Yarn is wound into a
skein.

Some batts are saved to
be processed into comforters.

6 Hours

Washed fiber goes to
drying room with fan
and dehumidifier for
@24 hours

Roving is spun into
singles as per customer
request.

If required, roving is
plied.
20 hours

Job is complete, fiber is
packaged for delivery an
customers invoice is
prepared.

Yarn is wound onto
cones.

1 hour

Income:
Washing:
Roving/Batts:
Yarn:

40# @ $4.00 = $160.00
60# @ $12.00 =$720.00
20# @ $25.00 = $500.00

Total Income:

$ 1,380.00
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Roving is pin drafted
one or more times. Pin
drafted roving to be
made into yarn goes
through can coiler.

Fiber is washed
3 pounds per 10 minutes

Some coned/and or
skeined yarn is saved for
sale by Twisted Strait
Fibers.

Appendix 2 Floor Plan

Scour train - 6 kw

Drying room with racks, dehumidifier

Water Heaters 3 kw

Dehairer
3.8 kw

Pin Drafter
3.0 kw

Can Storage

Carding Machine
5.0 kw
Can Coiler
.4 kw

Skein Winder
1.0 kw
Storage for Finished
Products

Comnforter Frame

Spinning Frame 5.5 kw

Garage Doors

Shipping and Receiving and storage of
fiber waiting for processing

Picker - 5.5 kw

Rest

Cone Winder
.4 kw

Retail and office

Total square footage as shown: 2704 sq ft.
Total daily kilowatt usage assuming scouring equipment running 7 hours and all other equipment running
three hours = 136.80
Water usage @ 500 gallons per day
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Appendix 3
Comparative Prices for Wool Comforters Services in Region
Vendor
PNW Fiber Web
Life Kind Organic
Holy Lamb Organic
Good Night Natural
Eco Choices
Bedrooms and More
Bed, Bath and
Beyond
The Clean Bedroom
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Twin
$298.00
$475
4.25#/68x86
$580
4.6#/68x86
$349.00
2.5#/68x86
$340
68x86
$249.95

Queen
$389.00
5#/86x86
$525
5.25#/86x86
$715
5.8#/86x86
$379.00
4.3#/86x86
$370
86x86
$299.95

$79.99

$119.99

70x90
$363
62x84

92x92
$429
84x90

King
$459.00
$625
86x100
$815
6.6#/100x86
$399.00
6#/86x100
$404
86x100
$349.95

$495
100x90

Appendix 4
Comparative Cost of Processing 100 Pounds of Raw Wool
At Mills In the Pacific Northwest
Assumes 50% Weight Loss as Result of Washing

Mill
Superior Fibers
Edmonds, Washington

Washing
Only

Roving/
Batts

2-Ply Sport
Yarn

$500.00

$1,400.00

Taylored Fibers
Quilcene, Washington

$600.00

$1,000.00

Columbia Custom Carding
Deer Island, Oregon

$550.00

$1,250.00

$1,950.00

Skyline Fiber Mill
Salem, Oregon

$600.00

$1,100.00

$2,100.00

$575.00

$1,175.00

$1,975.00

$695.00

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

$1,650.00

Snow Peak Fiber Mill
Lebanon, Oregon
Stonehedge Fiber Mill
East Jordan, Michigan
Twisted Strait Fibers
North Olympic Peninsula
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$400.00

$2,150.00

Appendix 5
Membership Agreement

Pacific Northwest Fiber Web Cooperative

Date of Agreement:________________

Membership Agreement

This agreement is between _______________________ (hereafter “Member”) and the Pacific Northwest Fiber Web
(hereafter “Cooperative”). The agreement stipulates the conditions of membership in the Cooperative and the rights and
responsibilities of the Member.
Member Rights
The Member shall have all rights as an owner of the Cooperative as presented in the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws
of the Cooperative or as otherwise provided under Washington State Law. No other rights shall be inferred or provided.
Member Rights may be amended from time to time pursuant to the Cooperative’s Bylaws or by changes in State Law.
Member rights may be suspended if the Cooperative finds the member no longer in good standing pursuant to this
agreement and adjudicates the matter pursuant to the Cooperative’s bylaws.
Member Responsibilities
Upon acceptance of Membership by the Cooperative, the Member agrees to the following:
1. The Member acknowledges that membership in the cooperative consists of real persons who either produce fiber
or engage in fiber arts.
2. Member hereby agrees to pay a Membership Fee of Three-hundred Dollars ($300.00). Member shall be entitled to
one vote at the annual meeting and to run for election for a seat on the board of the Cooperative.
3. The Membership Agreement, together with the Cooperative’s Articles of Incorporation, Bylaws, pricing, quality
standards, rules and regulations, constitute the entire agreement between the Cooperative and Member.
Member also agrees to abide by such additional rules and regulations adopted by the Board of Directors from
time to time which are not in conflict with the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws.
4. In the event, monetary benefits are realized by the Cooperative through any of its operations or activities, such
benefits will be allocated to the Member in accordance with their patronage, or in absence of patronage, on a per
share basis.
5. Membership is voluntary. Members may leave the Cooperative at any time; If a member is inactive with the
cooperative for 24 months, the board of directors may terminate the membership.
IN WITNESS, WHEREOF, this contract has been executed as of the day and year first above written.
Pacific Northwest Fiber Web Cooperative
By (Signature) _______________________________________
Cooperative Officer________________________________
Name of Member: _______________________________________
Signature of Member________________________________
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